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REVIEW
of the dissertation thesis by Bisser Petrov Petrov on topic “Bulgaria and the
new Slavic movement (1941-1948) for awarding the scientific degree “Doctor
of historical sciences”
By Prof., Ph.D. Iskra Baeva, Lecturer in Contemporary History at the History
Department, Sofia University “St. Кliment Ohridski”

The dissertation thesis by Assoc. Prof., Ph.D. Bisser Petrov is a result of longyears preparatory work dated as back as 2015, he has been interested in not
just a forgotten but absolutely missing in contemporary Bulgarian
historiography topic.
The first question which a reviewer has to answer to, speaking of doctoral
dissertation for awarding the scientific degree “Doctor of historical sciences”
is, whether the explored topic is weighty and significant to historical
development in order to meet the high scholarly requirements. Since I,
sporadically though, had been dealing with the Slavic topic from a perspective
concerning the Western Slavs, I can confidently declare, that the topic of the
Slavic movement and dissemination of the Slavic idea in Bulgaria is
important, interesting and poorly-explored by Bulgarian historiography.
While it has been actual and commented in the history of the Third Bulgarian
state, in post-war Bulgaria it acquires a quite propagandist-ideological
character and it has not been critically and historically analyzed. These
considerations refer with all their might to that period of the development of
the Slavic movement, chosen by Assoc. Prof, Ph.D. for his dissertation thesis.
In addition to that, the topic is clearly defined in a chronological framework,
and as territorial range which makes it easily defendable. The only reasonable
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question that can be set forth is, whether it is not too narrow and insignificant
for Bulgaria’s history, but in my opinion the Slavic idea truly has an
importance for Bulgaria’s past in whole its modern and contemporary period
of development.
An important part of the question of dissertable character is the defined by the
author object or aim of the work. Just at the beginning of the text Bisser
Petrov has put them in this way: “Bulgaria’s place in this new Slavic
movement, from its foundation to its very end”.
Taking into account all of this, my answer to the question of topic’s choice is
entirely positive. The topic, although being not too large, both in terms of
chronology and explored activities, deserves to be elaborated into a D.Sc.
dissertation.
Info about the dissertationist
Bisser Petrov’s scholarly path is classical. After his graduation in history at
the History department, Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” he was
enlisted as Ph.D. student at the Institute for Balkan Studies (1989-1992). In
1996 he successfully defended his Ph.D. thesis. He came back to an academic
career in 1999 at the Institute of Balkan studies where he has been working on
his studies till the present day in capacity of Assoc. Prof.
In the presented for the procedure documents are also submitted and
achievements by Assoc. Prof. Ph.D. in his up to date scholarly studies. The
enclosed list of point indicators suggests that his scholarly activities entirely
meet the requirements for obtaining the scientific degree “Doctor of historical
sciences”.
The list of publications by Assoc. Prof, Ph.D., with no regard to the
dissertation, indicates two monographs, 42 papers and essays both in
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Bulgarian and English, one in Modern Greek, in peer-reviewed history
editions, also 7 reviews and opinions. All this suggests serious scholarly
achievements and an own image in Bulgarian historiography. In conformation
of this are also the numerous citations of some main publications by Bisser
Petrov.

Info about the dissertation and the autoreferate
The dissertation by Bisser Petrov is developed in a volume of 358 p. and
follows the traditional structure of such kind of works: preface, introduction,
three chapters according to a problem-chronological principle which are in an
amazing symmetric connection (four paragraphs each), conclusion and
bibliography. Not being a considerable deviation from the tradition, it could
be noted an existence both of preface and introduction, which aim obviously
is to differentiate methodical representation of the topic from the historical
prelude.
In general, I can evaluate the dissertation thesis as a complete and detailed
representation of birth, dissemination, usage and twilight of the “new Slavic
movement” within the entire period of its existence, filled almost completely
the fifth decade of the XX century (1941-1948).
The autoreferate in a volume of 25 pages represents correctly the scholarly
formulation, main trends and made conclusions, as well as the contents of the
dissertation in brief, with the list of the six publications on the topic. This
means that the autoreferate meets the official requirements and gives a true
notion of the dissertation.
Scholarly contributions
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The undisputed historical contribution of the dissertation by Assoc. Prof,
Ph.D. Bisser Petrov is introducing into historiography of the ignored for a
long time Slavic idea in Bulgaria’s contemporary history. Thus he manages to
continue and accomplish the development of that idea, transformed also into
an organized movement at wartime and post-war periods. As a true history
scholar Assoc. Prof., Ph.D. Bisser Petrov takes out the Slavic movement from
its emotional and cultural context and puts it under scrutiny which displays its
entirely political nature, serving the big Eastern victor in WWII – the Soviet
Union, ruled by Stalin. Without opening a new circle of issues, the
dissertation treats a not large but an important topic on the 40s, and above all,
on faced by Bulgaria in that turbulent decade challenges.
I agree with author’s assertion that his work is “charged with the high claims
to be of an entirely contributive nature, being the first empiric-conceptual
study in this area”. This pretention is to a large extent fulfilled, which I
recognize as an important scholarly contribution.
Critical remarks
Like every else text and the dissertation by Assoc. Prof., Ph.D. Bisser Petrov
is not devoid of shortcomings which, however, can not diminish the analytical
qualities of the scholarly work.
My remarks, which are undoubtedly subjective, refer to the following points
in the dissertation,
The main of them refers to the quite narrative style in many places in the
dissertation – there are long citations or paraphrases of the speeches by
speakers at various Slavic forums.
I have also some smaller remarks, some of which I will share. Upon the
listing in the Preface the essays into historiography annals their pages are not
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shown. I was surprised by the assertion that the problem approach “does not
work” since it is applied many times afterwards in the dissertation. I would
add to historiographical review and the works by Velichko Todorov
(Svetoslavov) from the 90s of the XX century. I think that the work would
have won if the main notions regarding the Slavic idea were and theoretically
formulated. One my broader remark is that at moments a quite emotional style
with epithets is used (especially regarding Stalin) which hampers the true
historical analysis. I am not sure that the Slavic idea suggests Stalin’s denial
from the past (p. 136), rather the contrary. A bit deeper analysis needs and the
Soviet attitude to the Marshall Plan. I also think that it sounds a bit frivolously
the failure of the Balkan federation to be explained entirely in dependence of
the Yugoslav decision of March 1, 1948 (p. 317).
Some of these remarks are part in the dispute on historical interpretations of
the events which not in the least change my generally positive evaluation of
dissertation qualities.
Conclusion
My general assessment of the dissertation by Bisser Petrov “Bulgarian and the
new Slavic movement (1941-1948)” is positive. To my mind it meets the
requirements for a dissertation thesis, the author convincingly solves the
assigned tasks and defends the declared aim. Taking into account the
displayed in the dissertation work qualities, as well as author’s previous
scholarly production, I can confidently declare that to Assoc. Prof., Ph.D. has
to be awarded the scientific degree “Doctor of science”, for which I will vote.
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